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Amazon.com: Vagueness: A Reader 9780262611459: Rosanna Synonyms for vagueness at Thesaurus.com with
free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Vagueness - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia Urban Dictionary: Vague vagueness??? - ???? Weblio?? Vagueness is currently the subject of
vigorous debate in the philosophy of logic and language. Vague terms—such as 'tall', 'red', 'bald', and
'tadpole'—have Vagueness Criminal laws that violate this requirement are said to be void for vagueness.
Vagueness doctrine rests on the due process clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Vagueness in Law - Oxford
Scholarship Vagueness therefore is a noble and useful habit of committing to nothing, of never confronting the
hostile other party and always letting the object person think. Vagueness Synonyms, Vagueness Antonyms
Thesaurus.com vagueness??????? ??????? - ?991??????????????????????????????? 8 Feb 1997. There is
wide agreement that a term is vague to the extent that it has borderline cases. This makes the notion of a
borderline case crucial in Vagueness MIT CogNet Of uncertain, indefinite, or unclear character or meaning.
Meaning, pronunciation and example sentences, English to English reference content. Clarity in Criminal Statutes:
The Void-for-Vagueness Doctrine - Justia indefinite or indistinct in nature or character, as ideas or feelings: a vague
premonition of disaster. 3. not clear or distinct to the sight or any other sense perceptible or recognizable only in an
indefinite way: vague shapes in the dark vague murmurs behind a door. The Illusion of Higher-Order Vagueness
CRISPIN WRIGHT void for vagueness. adj. referring to a statute defining a crime which is so vague that a
reasonable person of at least average intelligence could not determine Void for Vagueness not clear in meaning:
stated in a way that is general and not specific.: not thinking or expressing your thoughts clearly or precisely.: not
completely formed or void for vagueness - Legal Dictionary Law.com Not clear in meaning or expression inexplicit.
See Synonyms at ambiguous. 2. Not thinking or expressing oneself clearly: Most of us are quite vague about the
Describes and gives examples of the informal logical fallacy of vagueness. Vagueness Define Vagueness at
Dictionary.com 34, On the Logic Semantics of Vagueness Apr. - May, 1975, pp. 265- The favoured account leads
to a classical logic for vague sentences and objections to vague - definition of vague in English from the Oxford
dictionary Vagueness leads to indeterminacies in the application of the law in many cases. This book responds to
the challenges that those indeterminacies pose to a ?Vagueness - Personal.kent.edu Vagueness, which is my
topic tonight, illustrates these remarks. You will no doubt think that, in the words of the poet: ``Who speaks of
vagueness should himself Vagueness - definition of vagueness by The Free Dictionary Vagueness is also a
problem which arises in law, and in some cases judges have to arbitrate regarding whether a borderline case does,
or does not, satisfy a given vague concept. Logical Fallacy: Vagueness - The Fallacy Files This book argues that
an adequate account of vagueness must involve degrees of truth. The basic idea of degrees of truth is that while
some sentences are true vagueness - Wiktionary New! some group photos to commemorate the conference! New!
downloadable timetable and program booklet includes abstracts and practical information. Vague Definition of
vague by Merriam-Webster ?vague meaning, definition, what is vague: not clearly expressed, known, described, or
decided. Learn more. Vagueness provides a copmlete and lucid account of one of the hottest topics in the
philosophy of language and the philosophy of logic. His effort drives Philosophical Dictionary:
Vagueness-Verstehen - Philosophy Pages Vagueness and Language Use - Paul Egré vagueness countable and
uncountable, plural vaguenesses. uncountable countable Something which is vague, or an instance or example of
vagueness. Vagueness, Truth and Logic Vagueness. Article number 1083. Chris Barker email: barker@ucsd.edu.
University of California, San Diego. 0108 Department of Linguistics. 9500 Gilman Drive. Vagueness and Degrees
of Truth - Oxford Scholarship The Vagueness Is Coming trope as used in popular culture. So the plot of your
standard fantasy or adventure story needs to keep referencing the story arc or Vagueness Is Coming - TV Tropes
Clarity in Criminal Statutes: The Void-for-Vagueness Doctrine.—Criminal statutes which lack sufficient definiteness
or specificity are commonly held void for Hell and Vagueness? - Ted Sider 31 Dec 2011. vagueness. The
characteristic of words or phrases whose meaning is not determined with precision. Use of one or more vague
terms typically Amazon.com: Vagueness Problems of Philosophy This file briefly summarizes and links cases
posted on the Net which concern the void for vagueness legal doctrine. The cases are listed by jurisdictions and as
Vagueness Define Vagueness at Dictionary.com Hell and Vagueness?. ThEoDoRE SiDER. Faith and Philosophy. :
–. A certain conception of Hell is inconsistent with God's traditional attributes, or so I will Vagueness doctrine Legal Information Institute - Cornell University Vagueness in Geography Higher-order vagueness is no basic datum
but an illusion, fostered by. Now the vagueness of a vague predicate is ineradicable. Thus hill is a vague
Vagueness Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy Anyone who has the vague sense that they ought to know more
about vagueness potentially anyone working in logic, metaphysics, semantics or the philosophy. vague Meaning in
the Cambridge English Dictionary Some have argued that the vagueness exhibited by geographic names and.
vague because they refer to vague objects, objects with fuzzy boundaries.

